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A quick introduction

PhD at PUC-Rio

programming languages group: LabLua

sneaking into HCI classes (EUD, systems thinking…)

thesis: “Dataflow Semantics for End-User Programmable
Applications” - case studies on LabVIEW, Pure Data, Excel



An itch that goes way back
General insatisfaction with computing

that love/hate feel that drives people into PL research

Deep nostalgia for the Apple II days

that sense of ownership and power that users have lost

A deeply ingrained OSS ethos

if you don’t like it, change it







That sense of ownership and power

Divide between end-users and programmers

we still have that power! but we took it away from users

But we are still on super clunky tools

a screenful of terminal emulators? really?





Can we do better?



Lessons learned from success stories

Programmable environments users love

LabVIEW, Pure Data (Max/MSP), Excel

What do they have in common?













Userland

Integrated Dataflow Environment

inspired by the common core of dataflow apps

a “shell” for multiple types of applications

implemented as modules (“mods”)



Demo time!



Current status

Ongoing prototype written in Lua

using Love2D graphics engine

Application modules in Lua

spreadsheet, shell, synthesizer

Fleshing out details of the semantics



Future directions

Robust core

“rewrite it in Rust?”

Stable API for application modules

UI improvements for multiple modes of interaction

mouse/touch friendliness, etc.



Thank you!

https://userland.org

hisham@userland.org
@hisham_hm



Appendix: Classification, as of today
Box-line representation: not yet (intended)
Iteration: not yet (intended)
Subprogram abstraction: not yet (intended)
Selector/distributor: sort of (shell)
Flow of data: Unidirectional
Sequence construct: no (not yet?)
Type checking: no (not yet?)
Higher order functions: no
Execution mode: data and demand-driven
Liveness level: 4 (live)

Dataflow model: static
N-to-1 inputs: no
Separate edit/use views: no
Time-dependent firing: yes (synth)
Rate-based evaluation: synchronous 
(synth, shell)
Indirect connections: no
Dynamic connections: no (not yet?)
Textual sub-language: imperative (shell), 
functional (spreadsheet)
Scripting: Lua


